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Overview:
The main purpose of my training stay was to learn how to use the Object Space Task (OS)
(a multi-trial behavioral task testing memory accumulation in rodents) and find ways to adapt
it for my thesis research plan in my home lab.
The OS task was developed in the Memory Dynamics lab with the intention to investigate
cumulative memory in rodents (Genzel et al, 2017). The task measures the exploratory
behavior of mice and rats while they are in an open field box where two identical objects are
displayed in the corners following a predefined pattern. This pattern is established based on
three distinct conditions: stable - both locations are constant during the training trials and
one object is displaced during the test trial; overlapping - one location is stable and the other
alternates, while the test configuration is the same as in the last training trial; and random there is no spatial pattern of objects placement. The overlapping condition was previously
demonstrated to measure the cumulative memory effect both in mice and rats. During my
training stay I mainly focused on implementing the standard protocol for mice associated
with a catastrophic interference - either extreme novelty or mPFC inhibition via an
optogenetic intervention.
The training activities I was involved in during my three months as an exchange trainee in
the Memory Dynamics lab were as follows:
1. Handling mice and rats in their first weeks in the animal facility;
2. Habituate the animals with the task specific setting (in the OS box and with the
optogenetics experiment installation);
3. Train the animals according to the OS task protocol for various types of experiments:
OS baseline with mice, catastrophic interference on memory consolidation with sleep
deprivation and novelty conditions with rats and mice, and mPFC inhibition via
optogenetics in mice;

4. Statistically analyze data from these experiments;
5. Design a plan for installing the OS task setting in my home lab and for conducting a
pilot experiment with Ginsenoside Rh2 injected mice as part of my research thesis.
Moreover, during the stay, I had the chance to participate in rat brain slicing, slice mounting
and immunostaining procedures and also to assist to a part of the optogenetics experiment
preparation activities. Furthermore, I could also benefit from the rich informal learning
activities in the lab, such as the journal club focused on the newest memory research
literature, the various lectures held in the Donders Institute, and the presentations delivered
by the Neuroinformatics department members, which all broadened up my perspective for
future research plans.
After this experience, my short-term follow-up plans consist in:
● Disseminating my experience insights and results with my home lab members (7th of
May 2018);
● Helding a presentation about my results at the student conference organized by the
Faculty of Biology in my home university (18-19 May 2018);
● Developing the OS task setting in my home lab (planned for starting in September
2018), including the pilot experiment with the Ginsenoside Rh2 injected mice;
● Presenting a poster with an OS experiment results at the annual conference of the
National Neuroscience Society of Romania (18-20 October 2018).
Overall, I can say that my training stay at the Memory Dynamics lab was a great learning
experience which will probably have a great impact on my career start in cognitive
neuroscience research. I am, therefore, grateful for the NENS Grant Stipend for making it
happen and also to the two labs coordinators for supporting me.
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Figure 1. Object Space task apparatus (Genzel et al, 2017)
A box with 75cmX75cm white walls and over 40 pairs of objects were used for the task. A special
software provided the input for the training trials and offered support for scoring exploration behaviors
and for exporting the experimental raw data. The operator was blinded from conditions of trials.
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Figure 2. Object Space Task baseline (Genzel et al, 2017)

Data were collected from piloting the OS task protocol for mice with 5 training trials per day; N = 15,
male C57Bl6/J mice, 7-8 weeks of age at the start of behavioral training (Charles River). a.
Exploration time - no differences in total exploration time was found between conditions (condition
F2,28=0.06, p=0.94; trial F20,280=4.8, p<0.001), b. Discrimination Index across days - significant
interaction effect present for condition x day (condition F2,28=0.2, p=0.81, day F4,56=1.7, p=0.17;
condition x day F8,112=3.16, p=0.003), c. Discrimination Index test - memory performance on trial 20
in the overlapping condition is significantly above chance (t14=2.4, p=0.034) and a trend was
observed in trial 21 (t14=2.0, p=0.07).
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Figure 3. OS pilot experiment with mPFC inhibition in mice (preliminary results, work in
progress, unpublished) - Data were collected for the overlapping condition for two rounds of the
same experiment (N = 4, male C57Bl6/J mice) to identify any relevant statistical trends for the pilot
(work in progress) a. Exploration time average trials Light vs No light, b. Exploration time average
days Light vs No light, c. Discrimination Index average days Light vs No light, d. Discrimination Index
last training day vs test Light vs No light

Figure 4. OS task Ginsenoside Rh2 injected mice pilot experiment plan

